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Your  Excellencies,
Ladies  and  Geintlenen,

It  is  thirty  year-s  today  in  this  very  hall  that  thirty-
one  Heads  of  state  and  Government  of  thirty-one  independent
African  countries  then,  gathered to  found  the  organization  of
African  Unity.     All  the  Thirty  one,   except  for  Ethiopia  and
I.iberia,  were  young  countries  emerging  from  colonialism,   and
only  scruggling to  find  their  feet  and place  in a world,  then
polarized  by  ideological  confrontat.ion  and  cold  war  between
the  East  and  West.     To  them  establishing  the  OAU  was  both  an
event  and  an  eloquent  statement  of  decision.

It   Was   an  event   setting  up   an   institution,   embodying
their  collective will  to act as  one,  in a  coordinated manner.
It  was  Statement  of  decision  of  the  young  Africa,   t.a  define
its  needs  and  priorities  and  how  to  go  about  achieving  them.
IC  was   a  moment  of  decision  clef ining  how  th3  young  African
countries were going to relate to each other;  to deal with the
many  vexing  issues  arising  fron  the  legacies  of  colonialism,
and   collectively   as   a   continent,    how   they   were   going   to
interact   incernationally   either   bilaterally   or   within   the
context  of  the  United  Nations.    Their  wish  and  determination,
found expression in the objectives they set for themselves  and
for  the  Organization  they  founded.    They  decided  that  the  OAU
would  strive to promote unity and  solidarity among the African
States,.   to  co-ordinate  and  intensify  their  co-operation  and
efforts  to  achieve  a  better  life  for the  people  of  Africa;  to
defend  their  sovereignty,  their  territorial  integrity  and
independence,    to   eradicate   all   forms   of   colonialism   from
Africa,    and   to   promote   international   co-operation   having
regard  to  the  Charter  of  t.he  United  Nations  and  the  Universal
Declaration  on  Human  Rights.



This  notwithstanding,   Africa
where   only   colonial   outposts
before.      Today,   Senegal   is   a
Angolan  is  real,  mauritius  is
African   nations    in   the    OAU
strength  numbering  f ifty  one

has  been  able  to  build  nations
or  military  garrisons   existed
reality,   the  fact  of  being  an
a  nation  and  the  collective  of
is   growing f ron   strength   to

members  at  present.

Apart  from building  nations  out  of  colonial  possessions,
arid  having  to  master  tine  art  and mechanics  of  government,  our
leaders  were  faced by  the  equally daunting  task  of  responding
to the great expectations  of  the people,  which the euphoria  of
independence  generated.     For  it  was  not  only  getting  in  the
shoes   of   the  departing   colonial  masters,   inheriting   their
prerogatives,  privileges  and material comfort,  it was  also to
deliver.     It  was  to  respond  to  the  needs  of  the  people  for
better  living  conditions,  better  social  amenities,  eduq?tion
and health - the promises  of which echoed  so repeatedly during
the  campaigns  for  self-rule  and  independence.    Addressing  the
problems of development  in spite of  limited resource bases was
a priority which many of  our countries  set  for themselves,  and
in which  they  made  cormendable  progress.    And  notwithstanding
the  statistics  on  the  diff iculties  which  our  countries  faced
and continue to face today,  Africa  is certainly a better place
now  in  absolute  terms,   than  it  was  thirty  years  ago.     There
are certainly more roads,  more schools,  hospitals,  more people
have  access  to  safe  drinking  water  and  better  housing.

E!xc®1l®ncioa,   Ii&die8  and  G®ntlonen,

These      difficulties,      which      our      countries      faced
individually did not,  dampen  their  enthusiasm  or  weaken  their
resolve  to  pursue  their  collective  objectives  within  the  OAU.



rm.   Chairman,

Perhaps  no  where  has  that  ability  proved  more  decisive,
than  in  the`  African  struggle  for  decolonization.    Africa  saw
as   an   iinediate   imperJative,   the  emancipation   of  the   other
parts  of  Africa  then  still   in  the  clutches  of  colonialism.
Decolonization became an  imperative which had to  be met  and to
which   immense   resources   and   diplomatic   ef forts   had   to   be
conse6£`ated.      They   saw   in   the   redemption   of   their   fellow
Africans  frbm the  ignominy of colonial  bondage,  an act of  true
llbeiati6n  for  the Zlfrican people  as  a whole.    The  overriding
conviction was that political  independence of  an African meant
very  little  if  ar,other  continued  to  languish  under  colonial
tyranny.     True  liberation  and  independence  of  Africa,   could
therefore  only come with the total  eradication  of  colonialism
and  racism  from  the  Cor`.tinent.

Today,  Africa  is basically fully decolonized.   The former
Portuguese  territories  of  Angola,   Cape  Verde,   Guinea  Bissau,
Sao  Tome  and  Principe  and  Mozambique  are  free  and  independent
members  of  the  OAU.     The  Zimbabwean  people,   with  the  support
of  the  OAU  and  the  International  Community  generally,  rose  to
defeat racial tyranny and emerge triumphantly in independence.
Even  with  the  bitter  memory  of  the  suffering,   oppression  and
destruction  perpetrated  by  the  white  minority  settler  regime
whose   principal   Lieutenant   Mr.   Ian   Smith   vowed   that   never
majority  rule  in  Southern  Rhodesia  in  a  thousand  years,   the
Zimbabwean  people were magnanimous  in their  victory.    They  did
not  resort  to  retribution  or  vengeance.    They  sought  national
unity  and  reconciliation  instead.    Today,  Mr.   Smith  is  a  free
citizen,   in  Zimbabwe,   enjoying  the  protection  of  the  Africari
people  he  once  vowed  to  annihilate.     The  diehard  racists  who
fought  SWAP0  are  equally  free  citizens  in  independent  Namibia
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Excellencies,   Ladies  and  Gontlenen,

I  wish  to  salute  the  determination  and  resilence  of  the
black  people  of  South  Africa,  with  the  .support  of  millions  in
the   world,   which   has   brought   us   this   far.      We   see   in   the
people  of  South  Africa  today,   a  determination  to  ensure  that
their  emergence  from  racism,   will  mean  the  creation  of  a  new
society  free  from  misplaced  prejudices,   and  ready  to  take  on
the challenge  of  reconciliation,  healing and self-renewal.    We
encourage them to rise above the present phase of dif.£iculties
and   to  persist   in  dialogue.      For  this  has   always   been   the
objective  of  the  black  majority:    to  seek  resolution  through
dialogue.     As  early  as   1969   in  its  Lusaka  Manifesto,   Africa
t.hrough  the  OAU  made  clear  its  preference  for  negotiations  -
if    conditions    conducive    to    such    course    of    action    were
provided.     Africa  wanted  dialogue  but  not  dialogue  with  the
deaf .     But  now  that  we  see  white  leaders  in  South  Africa  with
ears  and willing to dialogue,  we  should  sustain the process  of
negotiation.    We  look  forward  to the  conclusion of  the  present
phase   of   negotiation,   and   the   formation   of   a   transitional
mechanism  to   prepare  the   country   f or  genuine   elections   and
guide   it  to  a   free,   non-racial,   united  South  Africa  we  all
have   been   fighting   for.       A   South   Africa,    liberated   from
Apartheid  racial  tyranny,   will  be  an  important  and  powerful
addition  to   our  ranks   in  the  OAU.      We   look   forward  to   that
day.



It`utual  advantage.    We  want  €Ln  order  grounded  in  International
I-egality   and   one   which   recognizes   that   this   world   -   this
global    village    -   with   shared   problems,    has    also    shared
responsibility to which each country no matter the size,  power
or    wealth   has    to    contribute.        We   want    an    order    which
recognizes  and  concedes  a  I.ole  for  Africa  and  not  one  which
relegates  her  to  the  margins  of  the  international  syscem.

in.  Chairman,

It  is  one  thing  t.a  express  a  desire,  ar.  objective  or  to
champion   a  principle.      It   is  quite  another  to  have   or  to
acquire  the  ability  to  achieve  that  objective  or.to  have  the
power  to  stand  up  for  that  which  one  believes  in.    Right  now,
Afrj.ca  is  going  through  a  very  cliff icult  economic  pr.age  which
is   not  made   easy  by  the   necessary  -but  engaging  process   of
political  transition,  which  is  also  a-pace  in  the  continer.t.

Unless  our  countries  are,  determined  in their  resolve,  it
is  quite  easy  to  succumb  to  the  difficulties  of  the  moment.
Yet we  can  not  aft ord  to do  so.    Africa  has  lost  the  strategic
importance  it  had  in  the  g.I.obal  military  positioning  of  the
Cold war.    It must therefore create  a new strategic  importance
-  one  which  is  not  predicated  on  its  role  of  an  intermediary
in  the  ideological  military.  confrontacion  of  super  powers  in
the  years  gone  by.    It  must  be  a  strategic  importance  founded
in    it.s    own    strength    and    ability   to   contribute    to    the
management   of   World   Affairs.      And  we   can   only   do   so   if   we
restore  Africa  back  into  the  mainstream  of  world  Affairs.

The  restoration  o£  Africa  back   into  the  mainstream  of
World  Affairs  is  a  process  .which  has  begun  in  earnest.     It  is
a   process   embodying   the   resolve   of   Africa   and   the   OAU,    to
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independence    of    the   Member    States    through    the    ef fective
mobilization  of  the  immense  human  and  natural  resources  of  our
Continent.        Thus,     in    1973,    the    OAU    adopted    the    African
Declaration     on     Co-operation,      Development     and     Economic
Independerice,  on  the  occasion  of  the  Tenth  Anniversary  of  the
organization.    But  the  struggle  for  economic  development  did
not end with that declaration.    In a  further effort to promote
economic    development    in   Africa,    reduce    poverty,    promote
economic     independence     through     self -reliance     and     self -
sustaining. growth,   the   OAU   Assembly   of   Heads   of   Stale   and
Government   meeting   in   Monrovia   in   July   1979,    adopted   the
''Monrovia  Declaration  of  Commitment  of  the  Heads  of  State  and
Governflent   of   the  OAU   and   the  guidelines   and  measures   for
national  and  collective  self-reliance  in  economic  and  social
development   for   the   establishment   o£.  a   new   international
economic  order".      In  April   1980,   the  OAU  adopted  the   Lagos
Plan  of  Action  and  the  Final  Act  of  Lagos  during  the  Second
Extra-Ordinary  Session  for the  Implementation of  the Monrovia
Strategy.

In    spite    of    all    these    efforts,     African    economies
continued  to  deteriorate  to  the  point  of  the  crisis   in  the
mid-1980s.    This  crisis  was  due,  in  particular,  to  structural
constraints     in    the    African    economies     and     to     certain
development  policy  shortcomings,   on  the  one  hand,   and  to  the
continuation   of   the   unjust.   and   inequitable   international
economic   order,    on   the   other.        For    example,    World    Bank
Statistics  indicate  that  real  non-oil  commodity  prices,  have
fallen   steadily,   over   the   last   two   decades.      For   example,
between   1973   -   1990,   the   index  of   real   non-oil   commodities
fell   by   about  40%.      World  markets   for   specific   commodities
like  coffee,  tea  and  cocoa  have  fallen  an  average  rate  of  11%
over  the  last ten years.    Price  for  cocoa  alone,  has  fallen  by
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service  burden  has  been  one  of  the  major  contribucing  faccors
Co   Africa's   economic   crisis.       The   OAU   Heads   of   State   and
Government held  the  Third  Extra-Ordinary  Assembly  in  December
1987   exclusively   to  cliscuss   the   African   debt   crisis.      The
Assembly   adopted   the   African   Common   Position   on   Africa's
External   Debt   Crisis,   which   outlined. detailed   measures   to
address    the   debt   crisis    on   the   I)asis    of    co-operation,
continuous  dialogue  and  shared  responsibilicy  on  account  of
the  interdependence  betveen  debtor  and  creditor  countries.

In    addition   to    the    adoption   of    the   African    Common
Position  on  External  Debt,   the  Assembly  also  established  a
Contact Group on Debt consisting of  twelve Member  States which
rcitate.  with  the  changes   iri.  the  current  chairmanship  of  the
OAU.    The  Contact  Grciu.p  reports  regularly  to  the  OAU  Summit.  on
the   debt   issue   and   makes   appropriate   recommendation.      The
efforts   ol-   Africa   notwith€itanding.,   the  debt   crisis   of   the
Continent will  only be  solved through the adoption of  a global
and  equitable  approach within the  framework  of  an  integrated,
co-operative,   development-oriented  strategy  that  takes  into
account  the  particular  chat.acteristics. of  the  debt  crisis  in
Africa,

Exc®ll®nci®3,   Laai®a  tlnd  G€Intlen®n,

Since  independence,  African countries have,  individually
and collectively,  made efforts to promote rapid development  of
their   countries.      Every  African   country   has   promulgated   a
series  of  national  development plans.    At the regional  level,
five regional  economic groupings have been established,  and at
the  continental  level,   continent-wide  development  plans  such
as  the   "Lagos  Plan  of  Action",   ''Africa's  Priority  Programme
for   Economic  Rti?.covery"  have  been  adopted.     These  nat.ional,
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The  establishment  of  an  integrated  Pan-African  economic
community  through  a  common  market  has  been  the  dream  of  the
African  people  for  many  decades.     At  the  meetings  of  the  OAU
Council  of  Ministers  as  well  as  of  the  OAU  Assembly  of  Heads
of  Stat.e  and  Government,  many  resolutions  have  been  adopted  on
the    establishment    of    the    community.        These    resolutions
culminated  in  the  signing  in Abuja,  Nigeria,  on  3rd June  1991,
of   the   Treaty   Establishing   the  African   Economic   Community.
The  Treaty  has  been  signed  by  all  the  51  0AU  Member  States  of
the Organization  and  it  has  been ratified by  26  Member  Scates,
8     countries     remain     to     deposit     their     instruments     of
ratification  before  the  Treaty  comes  ihto  force.

The  coming  into  force  of  the  Treaty  will  usher  in  a  new
chapter   in   African   development,   particularly,    for   the   OAU
it.self .    It  will  no  longer  be  the  OAU  as  we  know  it  today,  but
an  OAU-Gum-the  African  Economic  Community.    The  structure  and
functions  of  the  organization  will  be  reformed  and  realigned
to   its   new   mandate   and   activities.       It   will   relate   its
activities    to    those    of    the    recogr.ized    Regional    Economic
Communities   which..form   the   pillars   of   trie   African   Economic
Community.

Since    the    Abuja    Summit,     the    Secretariat    has    been
undertaking  activities  aimed  at  laying  the  foundation  f or  the
Community.    In  this  regard,  it has  concentrated on  a  series  of
activities:       first,    it   has,    with   the   other   two   African
organizations,   established  the  Joint  OAU/ECA/ADD  Secretariat
whose   function   is  to  pool  their  resources  together   for  the
implementation   of   the   Treaty.      Within   this   framework,    the
Chief  Executives  of  the  three  Organizations  have  organized  a
series  of  regular  meetings  such  as  the  one  which  we  have  just
concluded    today.        These    meetings    have    been    preceded    by
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integration.    The organization has  co-operated with  the  Member
States     in    the    establishment    of    some    regional    economic
groupings   such  as  the   Economic  Community  of  Central  African
States   (ECCA§).     It  is  working  closely  wich  the  Preferential
Trade  Area  for  Eastern  and  Southern African  States   (PTA) ,  The
Southern  African   I)evelopment   Cormunity   and   its   predecessor
SADCC,  the  Economic  Community  of West  African  States  (ECOWAS) ,
and  the  Arab  Maghreb  Union  (un) .    The  strengthening  of  these
economic   groupings   and   the   promotion  of   co-operation   among
them will  facilitate the establishment of the African Economic
Cormunity  and  help  translate  into  reality  our  avowed  will  to
take    up    the     serious    challenge    facing    our     Concinent.
Furthermore,   the  OAU  has  established  a  number  of  specialized
institutions  by  way  of  strengthening  sub-regional,   regional
and  continental  co-operation.

These economic groupings should be .provided with adequate
means  to enable them attain their  objectives,  co-ordinate and
hamonize  their  various  prograrmes  so  as  to  accelerate  the
realization   of   our   long-term  objective   of  African   economic
integration .

The     development     of     science     and    technology     is     a
fundamental      condition      for      accelerated      socio-economic
development  of  Africa.     In  the  Lagos  Plan  of  Action  and  the
African   Priority   Programme   for   Economic   Recovery,    the   OAU
indicated   its   detemination   to   promote   the   application   of
science  and  technology  in  spearheading groiirth  and development
in   the   major   economic   sectors,    especially   in   the   area   of
agricultural  research.     The  OAU  has  also  established  Science
and   Technology   Sub-Regional   and   Regional   Institut.ions   and
Cormissions.     It  co-sponsored  the  First  Congress  of  African
Scientists  held  in  Brazzaville  in  June  1987  which  culminated
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in  Rio  de  .aneiro.    The  OAU  contributed  significantly  to  the
Conference  and  the  elaboration  of  Agenda  21.    OAU  will  play  a
lead  role  in  the  implementation  of  the  provisions  of  Agenda
21,   as  far  as  environmental  issues  in  Africa  are  concerned.
-War-Jc-c)ri  a  Convention  on  desertification  is  also  in  progress.

Exc®ll®nol®8,   I.adio8  and  Gentlen®n,

While   it   is   important   to   put   in   place   the   kind   of
policies which are  targeted at reversing  economic  decline and
stimulating      growth      and      development,      the      overriding
consideration must be  to  ensure that  the people who  are  after
all  the  ultimate  beneficiaries  of  those  policies,   are  fully
involved,   in  their  elaboration  and  execution.     The  present
debate on democratization  in Africa  is  in essence,  a  debate on
how  people  can  and  should  be  involved  and  empowered  to  have  a
say  in how their affairs  and  those  of  governments  are  run.    We
now  see  in  the  Continent,  a  new  determination  on  the  part  of
the people,  to ensure that they are  sitbated at the  centre  of
the decision-making process.    Governments are  also responding
more.  and  more  to  this  wish  and  political  dispensations  are
being     given;      national      conferences     and     referenda     on
multipartism are now an integral part of the African political
process .

Central to all this,  is the realization that a permitting
political  environment  engenders  not  only  political   freedom,
but   it   also   stimulates   the   creative   genius   of   a   people.
Through   the   creative   use   of   the   opportunities   which   such
environment  generates,   counties  may  be  able  to  harness  the
energies  of  their  people  and  direct  them  towards  productive
use.    This  environment built upon popular  participation,  will
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that  they  apply  to  other  cc>untries  but  not  Africa.     What  we
can  say,  however,  is  that  Africa  can  articulate  them  within  a
framework   which   is   more   relevant  €o   ics   own   realities   and
consistent  With  its  history,   traditions,   customs  values  and
culture,

Africa  is today grappling with the  task of bringing about
such  an  environment.    The  process  of  conversion  to mul€iparty
politics  is  very much  in progress.    We at  the  OAU  are  happy  to
have  been  associated  with  this  process  of  transition  thl.ough
being  invited to  observe  elections  in many African countries.

Our   priority   has   been   to   be   of   assistance   to   the
countries  v7hic.n  have  invited  the  OAU,  .iri  not  only  observing
tb.e   mechanics   of   elect.ions,   but   t.a   think   together   on   how
t.ransition   can   be   effected   smoothly   and   without   adverse
conse€uenc9s  tci  social  order  and  ./ith®ut  undermining  the  many
gairis  which  have  been  made  so  fa.r.     We  ough'``  to   look  beyond
t.he  election  date  and  see  liciv  democracy  can  be  sustained  and
nat    allowed   to   be   tr`.e    f irst   casualty   of   harsh   economic
adjustments  which  unfortunately  seem  to  be  an  attendant  part
of    the    process    of    conversion    and    transition.         In    the
management  of  change,   it  is  the  firm view  of  the  OAU  that  the
spirit  of  tolerance  must  be  engendered.

Africa  is  the  most  het:eroger,eous  of  all  continent.s.     It
is  a  mosaic  of  customs  and  cultures;   religions,   ethnies   and
races.     We  should  use  our  diversity  creatively  and  transform
it.   into   a   positive   force   of   human   de.velopment,    instead   of
a].lowing  it  to  divide  us.     In  effecting  transition,  we  should
ncit  c)nly  reach  accorr`rtioda€ion  within  our  respective  political
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Charter   by   setting   up   the   Commission   on   Human   and   Peoples'
Rights   based   in   Banjul   -   The   Gambia.      The   Commission,    once
fully  consolidated,  will  act  as  the  Human  Rights  ombudsman  of
Africa.     Member  States  have  also  respondecl  to  complemenc  the
efforts  of  the  organization  of  African .Unity.    There  are  now,
in    operation,     national    human    rights    committees    in    many
count.ries.      In   addition,   many   countries,   have   enacted   laws
which  give  the  activities  of  these  committees,   the  force  of
law   and    in   so   doing   placing   human   rights   issues    in   the
mainstream    of    their    political    agenda.         Our    overriding
objective  is  to  ensure  that  human  rights  are  protected,  wr`.ile
at the  same  time,  insisting that t.he specific circumstances  of
culture,   customs  values  and  traditions  of  Africa,   are  fully
taken  into  account  in  evolving  a  human  rights  agenda  relevant.
to  the  people  of  Africa.

Excellencies,   Ladies  ar.a  Gentlemen,

While  economic  hard.ships  have  brought  deprivation  to  the
people  of  Africa,  nothing  has  brought  more  deatr`.  and  su£`fering
to   them   than   the   scourge   of   conflicts    in   our   Continent.
Conf licts    have    not    only    led    to    ilrmense    destruction    of
infrastructure  and  property,  they  have  undermined  the  ability
o£  Governments  to  provide  for  the  social  needs  of  the  people  -
as   resources,    time   and   efforts   have   been   diverted   to   the

exigencies  of  prosecuting  wars.     Conf licts  have  bred  millior^s
ct  refugees  and  displaced  persons  who  now   languish   in  exile,
cieprived    of    tl`.eir    humanity,    means    of    li-v'e.1ihoc>d    ancl    hope.
C.Jnflicts  have  divided  our  countries,   societies,   and  natiol`.a.;
arld   serioi`isly   undei-nined   unity   aT`d   lo?-;a-ter,rn   i;``-.:3.rt]..1.ity   c>t`   Ch.=,
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change  of  attitude  and  perception.      Increasingly,   there  is
agreement  that  we  should  not  for  any  reason,  remain  aloof  and
indifferent  to  acute human  suffering.    Instead we  should take
conscructive action;  quickly to help the parties  in conflicts,
reach   pacific    settlement.        This    qualitative    change    of
perception   is  strengthened  by  the  view  that  the  OAU  has  a
central  role  to  play  in  the  resolution  of  tllose  conf licts.

In  their  1990  Declaration  on  t.he  Fundamental  Changes  in
the  World  and  the  political  and  socio-economic  situation  in
Africa,  the  Leaders  of  Africa  commitced  themselves  t.o  finding
speedy  solution  to  the  conflicts  raging  on  in  the  Continent.
T.ney   followed   up   this   determinatiori   with   the   adoption   in
principle,   the  establishme.r,t  witbin  the  OAU,   of   a  mechanism
fc`r  conflict  preventior`.,  management  and  resolution  in  Dakar,
Senegal  last  ye.ar.

We  in  t.he  OAU  are  determined  tc  rekir.die  the  spirit  of
our    I,eaders  and  trieir  determination  tc`  deal  with  conflicts.
We   have   taken   instit``tional   disposit.ion   and   are   now  in.a`king
f inal  preparations  to  submit.  to  the  nexc  Summit  in  Cairo,  for
its   consideration   and   approval,    a   mechanism   for   conflict
prevention,  management  and  resolution.     The  single  objective
is  to  put  at  the  disposal  of  Member  States,   a  comprehensive
set of process  and arrangements  incorporating both Governments
and  the  Secretariat,  which  can  be  deployed  speedily,   to  deal
wich  conflicts  and  conflict  sicuations.

The   agreement   on   the   principle   of   such   a   mechanism,
underlines   a   fundamental   determ.ination,   thac   no  macter  what
ef forts    we    make    in    economic    and    political    ref arm,     our
collective  ef forts  stand  to  suf fer  greatly  if  we  do  not.  ensure
that  conditjc]ns  o±`  peace  anc3  stability  exist  iri  Africa.     It  is
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Excoll®ncl®8,   I,&dl®s  &na  O®ntlon®n,

Anniversaries  are  occasions  for  reflection.     They  also
provide unique opportunities for recollection and remembrance.
So   it   is   f itting  to  remehoer  and  pay  tribute  to   all   the
gallant  sons  and  daughters  of  Africa  who  fought  for  Africa's
freedon   and   who   stood   for   the   dignity   and   unity   of   our
peoples.    It  is  not possible  to  recall  all  the  names,  but  it
is  f itting Co  single  out  for mention,  the  Founding  Fathers  of
our   Organization   to   whom   we   pay   hormage.       I   believe,    it
opportune  also  to  recall  the  memory  of  the  leaders   of  the
freeaon  struggle  such  as  Amilcar   Cabral,   Edlwardo  Hondlane,
Herbert  Chit.epc  and  most  recently  the  fallen  South  African
fighter,  Chris Hani,  who fought for the dignity and freeaon of
the   African   and   had   to   pay   the   ultimate   price   for   their
beliefs.

It  is  also  appropriate  here  to  invoke  the  memory. of  our
late  brother  and  f ir8t  Secretary  Genei.al  of  the  Organization
of  African  Unity,  Diallo  Telli.    The  OAU  and  Africa  generally
owe  him gratitude.    In  my  view,  tj.me  has  come  to  lock  into  how
we   can,    on   a   permanent   basis,    honour   his   memory   and   the
immense contribution he made to our Organization and to Africa
at  large.

Exc®ll®ncl®®,   Ladi®8  and  G®ntlen®n,

Ih  the  last  three  decades  of  its  exiscence,  the  OAU  has
made great efforts  in the quest for continental unity.    It has
deployed  its  efforts  at mediating conflicts,  and has  focussea
t.he     attention    of     the    Member     States    and     engaged    the
international  community  to the  prevailing problems  facing the
Continent.    The  Organization has  been  instrumental  in  drawing
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This  is  a  crucial  juncture  for  the  Organization  and  its
Secretariat.    Africa  is  emerging  with  cliff iculty  from  a  phase
in  its  history  which  focussed  mainly  on  political  liberation
and  nation-building,   and  is  about  to  embark  on  a  new  era  -  a
second   liberation   -   of   laying  greater   emphasis   on   economic
development   through   t.he   Af rican   Economic   Community   and   of
political   governance.      Clearly,   there   is   a   great   need   to
strengthen  t.he  OAU  and  its  Secretariat  so  that  it  is  made  an
effective and ef f icient  instrument  in the service of Africa  in
its   quest   for  peace,   economic  development   ar.a   ir.tegration.
The    Secretariat   Will   have   to   be   reformed   to    face   these
challenges.    It  has  tcj be  strengthened to  rei`der  it  capable  of
discharging   its  present  and  new  mandat.es.      Some  of   ttie  most
important  char!ges  '^'ill   include  a  I.eview  of  the  structure  of
the    Organization.    to    ensure    increased    ef f icieric.y    of    che
Secretariat to  implen.er`.t the  decisions and resolutions  adopted
by   the   legislative   organs   of   tile  Organization.      There   will
also   be   neecl   to   review   and   rats.onalize   the   existence.   and
functior.ing  and  effectiveness  of  the OAU  Specialized Ager`cies.

All     these     functions     required    of    the    OAU    and     ics
Secretariat  will   not   be  carried  out  ef f iciently  unless   the
Organization  is  endowed  with  enough  resources  to  do  so.     At  a
time      when      the      Organizat.ion      is      faced      witri      increasec?`
resporisibilities,  it  needs  additionalit.y  of  resources  if  it  i:,
expected  to  handle  the  inc,reasir`.gly  crowded  agemla  before  i+.
I   wish   therefore  to  reiterate  my  appeal  to  the  IJ{er.ber   State`3
to  Complement  their  political  support  t3  the  Orgai`iz,<-iti.c>.r,  .^Tit`ri
the  provisior,   cr   tt`.e  reqiiislt.e  ref,ources   t`]   it.


